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ABSTRACT We demonstrate that a simple silver coated ball lens

can be used to accurately measure the entire distribution of radiative
transition rates of quantum dot nanocrystals. This simple and costeﬀective implementation of Drexhage's method that uses nanometercontrolled optical mode density variations near a mirror, not only
allows an extraction of calibrated ensemble-averaged rates, but for
the ﬁrst time also to quantify the full inhomogeneous dispersion of
radiative and non radiative decay rates across thousands of nanocrystals. We apply the technique to novel ultrastable CdSe/CdS dot-inrod emitters. The emitters are of large current interest due to their improved stability and reduced blinking. We retrieve a room-temperature ensemble
average quantum eﬃciency of 0.87 ( 0.08 at a mean lifetime around 20 ns. We conﬁrm a log-normal distribution of decay rates as often assumed in
literature, and we show that the rate distribution-width, that amounts to about 30% of the mean decay rate, is strongly dependent on the local density of
optical states.
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O

ver the past decades, the development of bright single emitters
across the visible and near-infrared
spectrum has experienced major progress.
Today there exist numerous diﬀerent type
of single emitters such as organic dye molecules, chemically synthesized IIVI nanocrystals, and epitaxially grown IIIV semiconductor quantum dots. Their usage spans
from ﬂuorescence microscopy,1,2 light emitting diodes,3 lasers, optical ampliﬁers,4,5 and
quantum photonics.6,7 Especially the semiconductor based emitters are promising due
to the possibility of tailoring their emission
wavelength through size, their exceptionally
large oscillator strength, and the potential of
integration with photonic structures using
top down semiconductor fabrication, or bottom up self-assembly techniques. A common
goal is to optimize light emission and extraction and to reduce undesirable nonradiative
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decay processes. This may either be done
through engineering of the electronic structure of the emitter through a suitable choice
of materials and synthesis routes, or by tailoring the photonic environment.811 The radiative emission rate depends on the local
density of optical states (LDOS), as given
by Fermi's golden rule,12,13 and may be controlled by structuring the surrounding material. Photonic crystals as well as plasmonic
optical antennas have been successfully
demonstrated to enhance and guide light
emission.8,9,1416 To assess the success of
strategies to improve emitters, whether
through chemistry or photonics, it is essential
to have a method that determines radiative
and nonradiative decay rates, as well as
quantum eﬃciencies in a rapid, yet calibrated
manner.
An established technique to measure
the intrinsic nonradiative and radiative time
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constants of an emitter is based on applying a welldeﬁned change of the LDOS by changing the distance
of an emitter to a planar mirror, as pioneered by
Drexhage et al.17 By measuring the ﬂuorescence decay
rate, which is the sum of nonradiative and radiative
decay constants, as a function of LDOS, it is possible to
extract the contribution of nonradiative decay, since
only the radiative decay rate varies with LDOS. As
opposed to brightness comparisons or integrating
sphere measurements, Drexhage's method is absolute,
requires no reference, and is artifact free. The method
has been applied to rare earth ions,1719 organic dye
molecules,20,21 epitaxially grown IIIV semiconductor
QDs,2224 and chemically synthesized IIVI semiconductor QDs.20,25,26 Unfortunately, these experiments
are cumbersome to implement,25 requiring either
elaborate deposition techniques, or sample-speciﬁc
etching methodologies to vary the emittermirror
distance.2224 One of the simplest reported implementations of the technique is based on a gray-tone
lithography to fabricate an inclined spacer layer on
top of the emitters.20 While the fabrication is relatively
simple, a required UV exposure may photobleach
emitters already prior to testing. Furthermore, UV
lithography materials tend to show strong background
ﬂuorescence and involve solvents that put the integrity
of the emitters at risk. Finally, we note that the method
is not suitable for calibrating an actual device; that is, it
requires a sample dedicated for calibration. Another
simple implementation26 is based on measuring the
decay rate of emitters at two positions, one in front
of an PMMAair interface and one with no interface
by simply adding a droplet of index matched PDMS
on top of the PMMA. While the method is simple, the
controlled change of the LDOS is very small (∼15%),
thus limiting the method to emitters with a large
quantum eﬃciency. Second, the simplicity of only
measuring at two distances comes at the cost of
compromising the robustness of the calibration
(ﬁtting a straight line to two points). Recently micromechanical techniques to vary emittermirror distance were introduced, which avoid such chemistryrelated issues, and are excellent for single-molecule
studies. However, micromanipulation is technically
challenging and not easily scaled to obtain ensemble
statistics beyond a few tens of molecules.2729
Here, we report on an implementation of Drexhage's
method that has two main beneﬁts: First, the method
serves as simpliﬁcation of a well-known measurement
technique to calibrate the ensemble radiate decay rate.
Without the need for lithography or sample-speciﬁc
chemistry, the method allows for signiﬁcant savings in
terms of measurement eﬀorts, without compromising
the ﬁdelity. Second, and more importantly, the method
allows retrieving information beyond ensembleaverage rates. We demonstrate this beneﬁt by showing
how the entire distribution of decay rates of a huge

Figure 1. (a) Illustration (not to scale) of the mirror conﬁguration. The silver coated ball lenses are mounted in a tripod
conﬁguration for easier handling and ﬁxation of the position.
Red spheres indicate the nanorods while green is the pump
light. The inset shows a TEM image of the nanorods (b) Cross
sectional illustration of the measurement setup (not to scale).

ensemble of 105 quantum dots depends on the LDOS.
We apply the method on a novel promising CdSe/CdS
rod structure that shows a reduction of the universal
phenomenon of ﬂuorescence intermittency, that is,
blinking. As with all currently available quantum dots,
the ensembles are very inhomogeneous, but by using this
method we demonstrate, for the ﬁrst time, exactly how
the entire ensemble of rates are distributed and modiﬁed
by the LDOS using the massive acquired data set.
The essence of our Drexhage method implementation is that we realize a precise yet low cost mirror that
can be used to perform the entire measurement on a
single submillimeter size sample, and that may be
reused on many samples. The mirror is created by
evaporating a thin layer of silver onto a commercially
available ball-lens. The spherical mirror is then put on
top of a thin glass substrate that is spin coated with
emitters, see Figure 1.
In the following section, we ﬁrst show how rates for
an entire ensemble of 105 emitters are extracted.
Subsequently, we uncover that the huge distribution
of rates is not associated at all with a spread of
nonradiative decay, but rather a spread in intrinsic
radiative decay rates in combination with a dipoleorientation dependence caused by the substrate.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2 presents a map of the collected photon
counts of a confocal scan performed on a 400  400
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Figure 2. Detected counts of a 400 by 400 step confocal
scan corresponding to ∼115 μm  115 μm scan. The blue
ring indicates points in a concentric ring around the spherical mirror center that are histogrammed (top right, blue).
On top, the corresponding Poisson distribution, scaled by
0.2 is plotted (red). The mismatch between the distributions
signify that the granularity of the image is associated with
the discrete nature of the emitters rather than Poisson
photon counting noise.

pixel grid covering a 115 μm  115 μm square corresponding to a step size of 290 nm. We observe
concentric rings with a low count region in the middle
that is identiﬁed as the center of the sphere. We
particularly tuned the nanorod dilution such that at
the given collection area and step size we obtain
information beyond the ensemble averaged rate.
An example of a histogram of counts from points in a
concentric ring about the mirror center is presented in
the inset of Figure 2, together with the corresponding
Poisson distribution. The clear mismatch between the
two distributions clariﬁes that indeed the granularity
of the image is not Poisson photon counting noise, as
would be expected from a homogeneous layer at this
count rate. To estimate an upper bound to the mean
number of quantum dots probed per pixel, assume
that each NR yields the same intensity without photon
counting noise. Under this assumption, the entire distribution in counts comes from the shot noise in the
number N of NRs per pixel. Taking the ratio of width to
mean of the count distribution as estimate for (1/(ÆNæ)1/2),
we ﬁnd, for the points indicated in blue in Figure 2,
that the mean ÆNæ is at most 1.2 NRs/px. This is an upper
bound since the estimate ignores other evident sources
of noise in the histogram. From this we conclude that
granularity is associated with the discrete nature of the
emitters. While in each pixel, we probe the decay rate of
approximately one or few NRs, taking pixels in concentric
rings around the spherical mirror center together will
add to an ensemble of many quantum dot-in-rod
emitters at a ﬁxed emittermirror separation distance
(see Figure 2). In the central low count region, all NRs are
in close vicinity to the metal surface. Radiative emission is therefore quenched due to resonant coupling
to the surface plasmons polariton (SPP) mode.19 Moving
radially out from the center, the observed fringes in
intensity are largely due to the standing wave that
the pump laser and its reﬂection form at the interface.
LUNNEMANN ET AL.

Figure 3. (a) Example measured decay traces at three isolated
positions, each collected over 20 ms. A single exponential ﬁt is
shown as a black solid line. (b) The map of extracted decay
rates versus lateral position under the mirror shows a clear
modulation. Blue pixels mark positions with counts below
40 where no ﬁt was attempted. The three positions associated
with panel a are indicated with a green circle (a, left), a cross
(a, middle) and a plus (a, right).

The thin streak of lower counts within the left part of the
ﬁrst ring we attribute to a surface irregularity such as a
minute scratch, on the mirror surface.
For each position in Figure 2, we histogram the arrival
times of the detected photons relative to the laser pulse
in bins of 1.32 ns (an 8-fold coarsening relative to the
timing card resolution). From the accumulated histogram, we extract a ﬂuorescence decay rate by ﬁtting a
single-exponential decay with an added background.
Importantly, since we are counting the photons arriving
within speciﬁed time bins, our data are characterized
by having a Poissonian probability distribution within
each time bin. Using the maximum-likelihood ﬁtting
procedure,30 Poissonian statistics implies minimizing
a merit function of the form ∑Ni=1{D(ti)log[Fγ(ti)] 
Fγ(ti)}, where D(ti) is the measured counts in the ith
bin and Fγ is the ﬁt function with ﬁt parameter(s) γ.
While this method is common practice in the ﬁeld of
time correlated single photon counting, we note that
the often used least squared residual merit function
applies for Gaussian statistics. Although, for large
counts, the Poissonian distribution approaches the
Gaussian distribution, the correct choice of a merit function implied by Poissonian statistics is crucial for our
experiment with low counts. Examples of measured
decay traces and the ﬁtted single exponential curve for
three isolated measurement positions are presented in
Figure 3a. The location of these three pixels is indicated
in the complete map of extracted decay rates in
Figure 3b. We ﬁnd a clear modulation of the decay
rate in concentric rings around the mirror center, with
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P(γ; μ, σ) ¼

2
1
2
pﬃﬃﬃ e (ln γ  μ) =σ
γσ π

(1)

where σ and μ are the standard deviation and mean
of ln γ, respectively. The most frequent decay rate,
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the largest decay rates at positions in close vicinity to
the mirror surface. Blue pixels in the map mark positions with below 40 counts in the entire decay trace,
where no ﬁt was attempted. To conﬁrm that using a
single exponential function applies to the current
emitters, we carried out several measurements on
single NRs far away from the mirror, integrating over
150 s (see Supporting Information). The acquired
histogram from the total set of data exhibited excellently single exponential behavior with an estimated
decay rate of 56.36 μs1 and an associated standard
deviation of only (0.05%. While, the conﬁdence intervals of the extracted decay rate at each pixel in Figure 3
diﬀer signiﬁcantly primarily due to the span in counts
ranging from 40 counts to several hundreds, we note
that from the long integration time experiment on
single NRs, the standard deviation of the estimated
rates of each 20 ms time frame was ca. (14% for each
20 ms (see Supporting Information), thus conﬁrming
that indeed it is possible to establish decay rate
dynamics with counts on the order of 100.31
To quantitatively extract radiative and nonradiative
rates, we convert the pixel coordinates in the 2D map
to emittermirror separation, so that the data can
be compared to LDOS calculations. We identify the
contact point, F0, of the sphere with the substrate
as the center of the rings in ﬁgure 2 with an estimated
accuracy of 5 nm. Next, as a measure for the emitter
mirror separation we calculate the radial distance
d from the mirror surface to an emitter on the substrate
as d(r) = (R2 þ |r  r0|2)1/2  R, where R denotes the
radius of the coated ball lens. We bin all measurement
points into a set of concentric bands di, deﬁned by
having emittermirror separation di  δd/2 e d(F) <
di þ δd/2 . For each band, we calculate a histogram of
the extracted decay rates, using a bin size of 2 μs1. The
extracted decay rate histograms are plotted in Figure 4
as a function of distance, using a δd = 34 nm. Each
histogram typically contains decay rates ﬁtted to approximately 3000 pixels. We observe a wide spread in
decay rates for each distance, with a mean decay rate
of around 50 μs1 (decay time 20 ns), and a relative
distribution width of about 50%. Since the statistical
uncertainty associated with the ﬁtted decay rate of
each pixel (typically ∼3 μs1, comparable to a single
histogram bin width) is much smaller than the observed
spread of decay rates, we attribute the width to inhomogeneous broadening of the NRs. Notably, the entire
histogram clearly shifts depending on distance to the
mirror. To deﬁne the mean decay rate and the width of
the distribution, the histogram at each distance is ﬁtted
with a log-normal-distribution deﬁned through

Figure 4. (a) Measured decay rates as a function of distance
to the mirror. Plotted in gray colors is the histogram of
extracted decay rates for a given distance. The inset shows
an example of the acquired histogram of decay rates at a
distance 0.32 μm, indicated by the dashed box. Red markers
indicate the extracted most frequent γ0 for each distance
based on a ﬁtted normal distribution. The error bars indicate
the 95% conﬁdence interval of the extracted decay rate γ0.
The blue curve is a weighted ﬁt based on eq 4 assuming a
central wavelength of 610 nm with ﬁtted quantum eﬃciency
η and intrinsic total decay rate, γ(¥)
tot stated in the white box.
(b) Red data points with error bars: the extracted standard
deviation, Δγ, of the log-normal distribution of decay rates.
Dashed line: expected histogram width assuming an intrinsic
1
radiative rate distribution width of Δγ(¥)
rad = 7.5 μs , if all
emitters would experience the same, mean LDOS. Solid blue
line: eﬀect of orientation-dependent LDOS, assuming the
same mean decay rate for all NRs, added to the dashed line.
Orange dashed curve: as solid blue line, but also including
the wavelength-spread induced LDOS variation. The wavelength inhomogeneity is unimportant in determining the
LDOS dependence of the decay rate distribution width.

γ0, and the standard deviation, Δγ, are related to
μ and σ as
γ0 ¼ eμ  σ
Δγ ¼

2

(2)

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
(eσ2  1)e2μþσ2

(3)

As seen from the inset in Figure 4, the log-normal
distribution describes our data excellently. The ﬁtted
most frequent decay rate, γ0, is plotted with red circles
in Figure 4. The error bars indicate a 95% conﬁdence
interval of γ0. We clearly resolve oscillations of the mean
decay rate as well as the decay rate divergence at very
small distances, as expected from the modulation of
the LDOS at a metal interface. In the following we ﬁrst
discuss the dependence of the mean decay rate on
distance to the mirror, and then further discuss the
histogram width.
As in usual ensemble measurements, we combine
calculated LDOS and the measured mean decay rate to
ﬁt values for the intrinsic ensemble average γrad, and
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parameter

value

*thickness SiO2
*refractive index SiO2
*refractive index Ag
height above glass substrate of emitter
*centre emission wavelength

35 nm
1.523
0.0751 þ i4.191
20 nm
610 nm

a
Parameters marked by an asterisk (/) indicate a measured quantity, while those
without are estimates.

nonradiative decay rate γnr. Using F(d) to denote the
calculated LDOS enhancement relative to the LDOS in
SiO2 in absence of the mirror, we ﬁt the measured most
frequent decay rate γ0(d) to
γ0 (d) ¼ γ(¥)
tot f1 þ η[F(d)  1]g

(4)

The two ﬁt parameters represent the ensembleaverage total decay rate γ(¥)
tot for the quantum dotin-rod emitters in glass, in absence of the mirror, and
the ensemble-average quantum eﬃciency η (again in
absence of the mirror). The calculation of F(d) assumes
a stratiﬁed structure consisting of a semi-inﬁnite
glass substrate, vacuum, SiO2, and a semi-inﬁnite Ag
slab. The assumption of a stratiﬁed parallel layered
structure is well approximated from the fact that the
maximum angle between the tangent of the mirror
and the glass interface is 1.4. The calculations uses
the established integration methodology reported in
ref 32 and the parameters listed in Table 1. The
refractive indices of the SiO2 and Ag layer were
measured by ellipsometry. As wavelength we take
the center emission wavelength from the measured
ensemble emission spectrum, and take the emitter
location as 20 nm above the glass substrate to account
for the SiO2 shell.
We ﬁnd an excellent ﬁt to the mean decay rate when
we assume isotropically oriented transition dipole
moments, in good agreement with earlier results on
CdS/ZnS quantum dots.25 In this work, Leistikow et al.
simulated decay traces assuming a 2D degenerate
dipole moment in each quantum dot in an isotropic
ensemble, exactly in a Drexhage geometry. Despite the
degeneracy, the conclusion is that rates ﬁtted to the
decay traces should ﬁt very well with the isotropically
averaged LDOS. This is opposed to self-assembled
IIIV semiconductor quantum dots that are strongly
oriented parallel to the plane of growth.22 We get a
ﬁtted ensemble-average total decay rate of γ(¥)
tot = 49 (
3 μs1 and an intrinsic ensemble-average quantum
eﬃciency of η = 0.87 ( 0.08. Previous experimental
work on CdSe/CdS NRs33,34 concluded on the basis of
strongly polarized emission that the emission dipole of
NRs is oriented along the long axis of the NRs. However,
owing to the thick SiO2 shell, the NRs in our experiment
do not necessarily lie ﬂat on the surface, explaining
that the best ﬁt is obtained assuming isotropic dipole
LUNNEMANN ET AL.

orientation. The ﬁtted values show that at a mean total
ﬂuorescence lifetime of 19 ns, and quantum eﬃciency
of around 90%, the CdSe dot in the CdS rod system
is highly promising for applications as a bright
emitter. The ﬁtted quantum eﬃciency is well above
the ensemble quantum eﬃciency that we obtain
from absorption/emission brightness measurements,
in good agreement with previous ensemble studies of
quantum dots (QDs),20,25 because dark quantum dots
are counted in ensemble absorption, but not in emission lifetime measurements. A subtle point here is that
these particular quantum dot-in-rods in fact do not
have a completely dark state, but rather show intermittent switching between a bright state, and a gray
state that is only approximately three times dimmer
than the bright state. As the nanorods in the gray state
have an estimated quantum eﬃciency around four
times lower than the bright state, and do contribute
to the decay rate traces, the ﬁtted η = 0.87 ( 0.08
provides an underestimate for the actual quantum
eﬃciency of the bright state.
The main advantage of our new method to calibrate
ﬂuorophores, in addition to simplicity, is that information beyond ensemble average rate and quantum
eﬃciency is obtained, in the form of the full histogram
of decay rates, comprising thousands of emitters. We
now turn to a discussion of the histogram beyond the
average rate. In previous reports, log-normal distributions have been assumed to describe the decay rate
distribution of ensembles of quantum dots.20,35,36
However, in those reports only a single decay trace
for an entire ensemble of dots was recorded, which
was ﬁtted to the decay expected for a log-normal
distribution of rates. This procedure relies on an
assumed distribution of rates, while in fact the ensemble-average decay transient that is measured might
be ﬁtted by many diﬀerent nonsingle exponential ﬁt
functions. We here provide a method that can directly
prove or disprove the suitability of a particular rate
distribution. For this particular system, we ﬁnd that
the rates follow a log-normal distribution (see, for
example, the inset in Figure 4). Importantly, when
we reverse the order of ensemble averaging, that is,
ﬁtting pixel-averaged decay traces with a decay law
for log-normally distributed rates, we ﬁnd a similar
most frequent decay rate and distribution width,
which provides an a posteriori validation of previous
approaches.20,35,36
Considering Figure 4, the width of the decay rate
distribution evidently varies with LDOS, that is, with
mirroremitter separation. At small separations to the
mirror, where the mean decay rate depends strongly
on the distance to the mirror, we ﬁnd a strong change
in the width of the rate distribution that follows the
LDOS variation. An LDOS dependence of the distribution width is induced through various mechanisms.
To ﬁrst order, the combined eﬀect of LDOS on the width
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(¥)
Δγ(z) ¼ Δγnr þ Δγ(¥)
rad 3 F(z) þ γrad 3 ΔF(z)

(5)

Here, the ﬁrst two terms describe the eﬀect of an
intrinsic inhomogeneous broadening, for instance due
to size and shape dispersion, separated in a LDOSinsensitive nonradiative contribution Δγnr as well as
a LDOS-dependent radiative rate distribution. If all
sources are subject to the same LDOS variation, all
the radiative rates within the distribution are multiplied by the LDOS. Therefore, if all sources are highly
eﬃcient, the width of the distribution is directly proportional to the LDOS at the emission frequency,
so that the width scales as Δγ = Δγ¥ 3 F(z). Conversely,
the width of the rate distribution would remain independent of distance if the spread is purely due to a
distribution in nonradiative decay constants, Δγnr. The
third term in eq 5 accounts for a second eﬀect that
also aﬀects the distribution, namely, that the mirror
oﬀers a diﬀerent LDOS for diﬀerent transition dipole
moment orientations, and emitters with diﬀerent emission wavelengths in the inhomogeneous ensemble.
To investigate the role of dipole moment orientations
and emitter wavelengths we have calculated the variation ΔF in LDOS for the two scenarios: (1) taking into
account the random dipole orientation, while assuming
that all emitters emit with the same wavelength, and (2)
taking into account the measured inhomogeneously
broadened ensemble spectrum, while assuming that
all emitters experience the orientationally averaged
LDOS. For evaluation of the ﬁrst scenario, we note
that from the calculated LDOS at parallel and perpendicular dipole orientation relative to the substrate
normal, the rate at any dipole orientation is completely
known,37 and hence the distribution. We ﬁnd that the
LDOS distribution induced through inhomogeneous
broadening of the emission wavelength is negligible
compared to the distribution caused by orientational
eﬀects.
In Figure 4b we plot the diﬀerent contributions to
the measured histogram width, and compare these
with the data. The intrinsic inhomogeneous decay rate
distribution, corresponding to NRs in a homogeneous
dielectric environment, contributes approximately half
of the observed width. The other half is contributed by
the orientation dependence of the local density of
states. Setting the intrinsic inhomogeneous broadening of the radiative decay rate to a width Δγ(¥)
rad =
7.5 μs1 we ﬁnd a reasonable agreement with the
measurements except for distances close to the mirror.
Interestingly, we found the best ﬁt setting Δγnr = 0,
implying that most broadening is caused by a spread of
radiative decay rates, and not nonradiative eﬀects. This
assessment is ﬁrst consistent with the high quantum
eﬃciency ﬁtted to the mean decay rate, which indicates that nonradiative contributions are negligible,
LUNNEMANN ET AL.

and second indicates that for the fastest decaying
emitters in the ensemble, the quantum eﬃciency is
not necessarily lower than for the slowest ones. With
regard to the contribution of dipole orientation, we
note that ΔFθ does not vanish far away from the mirror,
as a result of the glass substrate causing a dipoleorientation dependence on the LDOS even in the
absence of the mirror. It might be argued that the fact
that half of the decay rate distribution width is due to
orientation dependence at the glassair interface, and
not to a diﬀerence in oscillator strength, is an artifact of
the measurement method. However, we argue that
this is by no means a limitation. First, as the glassair
interface is completely understood, the measurement
can be corrected for the orientation dependence, so
that the calibration still gives complete access to the
entire intrinsic distribution that is otherwise completely inaccessible by any other method. This correction
is applicable in any case where the intrinsic distribution
is comparable in width to the orientational spread
in LDOS. Second, the experiment could easily be
modiﬁed to use an immersion liquid between ball
and sample, removing the intrinsic orientation dependence. Third, and most importantly, if the presence of
the glassair interface is to be deemed an artifact, it
must be realized that it is in fact an artifact common to
almost all state-of-the-art single quantum dot studies.
Almost all state-of-the-art single quantum dot studies
aimed at quantifying charge dynamics, Auger recombination, blinking, spectral wandering, etc. are carried
out right at the interface of a glass microscope slide
(e.g. see refs 31, 33, and 3840). The distribution we
uncover is hence directly representative for all such
studies, and conversely, it is an important realization
that all such studies will result in widely distributed
values of extracted parameters, unless the measurement is corrected for the glassair interface and its
LDOS.
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can be written as

CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated a novel implementation of
the Drexhage experiment for extracting the ensembleaverage radiative decay rate and quantum eﬃciency of
dipole emitters. On one hand, the method serves as a
simpliﬁcation of a well-known measurement technique that allows for momentous savings in measurements eﬀorts. In our method, the measurement
procedure is still sequential, as we aim to uncover an
entire ensemble statistics. However if just ensembleaverage data are desired, by using a streak camera one
could collect the entire data set in a single shot in a
matter of seconds. On the other hand, these huge
savings in simplicity open up new and exciting possibilities, for instance, that of acquiring so far inaccessible
information of the entire distribution of decay traces
from a huge ensemble with 104 to 105 emitters, and
its dependence on the local density of optical states.
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distribution of decay times from single exponential ﬁts
to pixels that each represent a signal from just one or a
few emitters. In previous works, several authors have
advocated that in measurements of larger ensembles
the distribution of rates causes the average decay trace
to be not single exponential, but best ﬁtted with a lognormal distribution. In our work we go beyond this
indirect evidence as we reverse the order of ﬁtting
decay constants and assemble ensemble data. For the
particular quantum dot-in-rod system we study, rate
distributions are log-normal, and we conﬁrm that a
log-normal ﬁt to ensemble-averaged decay traces is
indeed consistent with the full log-normal distribution
of histogrammed rates.20,25,35 In the system studied
here, the inhomogeneously broadened width of the
decay rate distribution is due in equal parts to an
intrinsic distribution in the radiative rate and also a
dipole-orientation dependence caused by the planar
substrate, while nonradiative decay rate eﬀects are
negligible. We expect that this method to go beyond
ensemble average quantities will ﬁnd wider use to
characterize a plethora of solid state emitters of current
interest, and can be further extended to also deal with,
for example, the statistics of blinking or quantifying
decay rates for bright and gray states separately.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

10 nm (at room temperature, and at the pixel integration times
used in this work), see Supporting Information. Since the silica
coating makes the NRs hydrophilic, in order to achieve a homogeneously distributed single layer of NRs, we use a Piranha
cleaned glass substrate followed by a 5 min bath in HCl (38%)
to render the surface hydrophilic. The NRs are subsequently
spin-coated onto the substrate (500 rpm for 30 s) from a diluted
ethanol dispersion using carefully tuned spin parameters and
dilution to achieve a single layered homogeneous distribution
with a density of order 110 μm2.
We use a confocal ﬂuorescence lifetime imaging microscope,
described in an earlier work,10 in which a piezo stage allows
translational scanning relative to the laser focus of the sample
substrate containing a dilute surface coverage with the emitters, plus mirror tripod. Thereby, at diﬀerent lateral positions we
address emitters at a diﬀerent vertical separation to the mirror
surface. The excitation source is a 532 nm, linearly polarized
pulsed laser, with a pulse duration <10 ps and a repetition rate
of 10 MHz, that is focused to a diﬀraction limited spot using
a 100 oil-immersion objective (NA = 1.4). To avoid excessive
blinking, creation of biexcitons and saturation of our emitters
we use a low pump power of ∼10 nW. The collected ﬂuorescence is focused onto a 20 μm silicon avalanche photodiode
(IdQuantique ULN) that is connected to a Becker and Hickl
DPC230 timing card registering the arrival times of laser pulses
and ﬂuorescence photons with 165 ps resolution. The sum of
background and dark counts was measured to be ∼4 counts/s.
We scan with a step size of around 300 nm, comparable to the
diﬀraction limit, and with a scan speed (50 Hz pixel clock) that is
a trade oﬀ between focus drift and suﬃcient collection time per
pixel to ﬁt a lifetime to the detected signal.
Conflict of Interest: The authors declare no competing
ﬁnancial interest.

We use a high tolerance ball lens from Edmund Optics, with a
diameter of 4.00 mm, a diameter tolerance of þ0.0/3.00 μm,
and a maximal deviation from a sphere of 2 μm. The ball lens is
coated by physical vapor deposition of a 5 nm Ge adhesion
layer, followed by 100 nm Ag. Finally, as a protection against
scratches and oxidation, a 35 nm layer of SiO2 is evaporated
onto the sphere. For easier handling and to prevent the ball lens
from rolling over the sample, we glued three identical ball
lenses onto a cover glass slide in a tripod conﬁguration prior to
coating. A few considerations restrict the choice of radius of the
spherical lens. In our measurement scheme, the distance to the
mirror is increased by moving out from the contact point
between the substrate and mirror. First, in order for the conﬁguration to best approximate a planar mirror for which the LDOS
is easily calculated, we require that the radius be much larger
than the emission wavelength. Second, we require that the
maximum diﬀerence in vertical distance within the width of
the signal collection area (in our case a diﬀraction-limited focus)
be much smaller than the emission wavelength. Both of these
requirements are easily fulﬁlled using macroscopic ball lenses
with diameters of ∼1 mm.
Following a previous work,33 we synthesized CdSe/CdS dotin-rod structures, that is, a spherical CdSe core embedded in a
rod shaped CdS shell, for use as emitters. The CdSe core has a
diameter of 3.2 nm, and the shell has the dimensions of 5.6 nm
and 21 nm along the short and long axis, respectively. The
nanorods (NRs) are covered by 1520 nm of silica following
ref 41. The SiO2 coating imparts water solubility while providing
an inert protection layer to reduce degradation of optical properties in aqueous environments. Moreover, for our experiment, the
SiO2 layer hinders electric coupling between clustered rods and
reduces aggregation when placing NRs on substrates. The NRs
show an ensemble emission spectrum with a center wavelength
of 610 nm and a full width at half-maximum of ∼50 nm. This
width is largely due to size inhomogeneity, as single quantum
dot-in-rod emitters of this type have spectral widths of around
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The method is based on the use of a very simple metalcoated ball lens to create a controlled local density of
optical states variation. We applied this method to a
type of CdSe/CdS dot-in-rod nanocrystals, a novel
structure that holds promise to show excellent photostability and the absence of a true dark state, and
according to our measurement has a quantum eﬃciency of 80% or above. We anticipate our method to
have many applications, since the ball lens is not only
easily fabricated but also can simply be placed on top
of, and subsequently removed from, any sample substrate. This advantage moves Drexhage calibration
from a tedious system speciﬁc fabrication procedure
to be applied on dedicated test samples to a method
that could even be applied on actual completely
functional devices, such as for instance III-nitride
light-emitting diodes and organic light-emitting
diodes. Furthermore, we have demonstrated that this
new technique provides a unique opportunity to uncover photophysical parameters beyond ensembleaveraged decay traces. By carefully chosen dilution
we operate at just one or a few quantum dot-in-rod
emitters per pixel, while we can still collect signiﬁcant
ensemble statistics owing to the large number of pixels
for which we obtain signal. Indeed, we obtain a full
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